Specific Instructions for poster presentation:
We suggest the poster to have a size of 36 by 48 inches, which is standard in sciences and
engineering.
The goal of your poster is to be a visual guide to reference while you present your research.
In your poster try to develop a clear and singular message. Identify and put emphasize on
what you want your audience to take away from your work.
Guidelines to build up a poster:












Present the motivation of your research;
Present a short background of the topic presented;
Identify the most significant aspects in the field of study;
Select and report only key results;
Present the process of collecting data and data processing including relevant details
only;
Highlight the novelty of your approach;
Identify and present the possible further development of the topic.
Figures should be large, clear, and well labeled. Make sure you have all the necessary
figures.
Do not generate paragraphs of text. People will not read them! Instead use short
phrases and bullet points, keeping text to the essentials.
Include enough information for someone to follow along if you are not there.
You need to practice your poster explanation several times. Ask both colleagues & nonexperts.

General structure of the poster:








Posters are read left to right, top to bottom.
Three column designs are common.
Less is more. Stick to the message.
Results and conclusion go on the right side of a poster.
Put references and acknowledgments at the bottom.
Either make all your own figures (preferred), or cite them appropriately. Avoid plagiarism.
Favor graphs over tables.

Guidelines for Poster Presenters






Posters should be designed to fit a 36” x 48” frame. Your poster should consist of a
material that can be mounted easily on a frame with paper clips or tape. Clips and tape
will be provided at the meeting for displaying.
Posters will be mounted on the fames/boards set up in the hall of the archer bldg., using
the schedule and numbering provided in the conference Book of Abstracts upon checkin. You need to mount your poster on Friday, Oct 27 by 5 pm at your designated area
described in the program book.
During the scheduled Poster Sessions, presenters are asked to be available at their
poster for discussion.

Guidelines for Speakers






Locate your talk in the program Book of Abstracts upon check-in and identify your
session location and talk time.
Try to arrive at your session 10 minutes early (before the breakout session starts) to
setup, introduce yourself to the Session Chair, and upload your presentation onto the
laptop provided in the meeting room.
If your presentation contains animations, movie or videos, make sure that those are
either embedded or those files are uploaded separately
Please stop when signaled by the Chair of the Session to do so.

